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We have been receiving letters every now and then from various sources seeking advice and guidance on

opening tuberculosis culture laboratories. Though there is nothing to prevent anybody from opening a culture laboratory,

the implications, of opening and maintaining such a laboratory are seldom properly understood. Decisions are many

times taken at the spur of the moment and the initial enthusiasm wears away later, with the result that laboratories

functioning without adequate work or culture results seldom properly being used or laboratory ceasing to function

after sometime are frequent happenings. Therefore, it is better to understand the problem of establishing and running

a tuberculosis bacteriological laboratory before deciding to have one.

A tuberculosis laboratory has certain special features, which may not be encountered, in other bacteriological

laboratories. Tubercle bacillus is slow growing and cultures are to be incubated at least for eight weeks before

declaring them negative. So, ordinarily it is not possible to manage with a small portable incubator since adequate

space must be available for incubating cultures for at least two months i. e., space for keeping media slopes inoculated

daily over a period of two months. Besides, space may be required for sensitivity and identification tests for which

culture slopes of sensitivity and identification tests are kept for a period of four weeks. A room type incubator is

most convenient.

In view of the long incubation period glass wares used for culture do not come up for washing often. Each

bottle may hardly get six chances of washing and sterilisation in a year. So an adequate quantity of glass wares has

to be procured and stocked. This problem does not arise for organisms that grow within a matter of a few days.

The incubation period being longer, culture for tubercle bacilli cannot be done in test tubes wherein cotton

plugs are used because the media will dry up during the period of incubation. Upper portion of cotton plugs have to

be treated with molten paraffin after plugging the tubes to prevent that. This is a cumbersome procedure where

many specimens are to be cultured every day. It is therefore, preferable and convenient to use screw capped test

tubes or one ounce Macartney bottles.

A lot of space is required for storing media, solutions, cultures, etc under low temperature. For this purpose

it will be more advantageous to have a cold room instead of having several refrigerators. A separate refrigerator will

be needed for storing sputum or other types of specimens before taking them up for culture.

It is no use isolating cultures of acid-fast organisms and discarding them without identifying them through

proper tests. One of the important identification tests is to check for ability to grow at different temperatures like 230

C (room temperature), 370 C and 440 C.  For that purpose small portable incubators are sufficient. Any bacteriological
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investigation will be incomplete without sensitivity test. Therefore, that should also be undertaken to get as much

useful information as possible.

Two important points yet to be considered are: (1) staff requirement and (2) whether it is possible to have

a smaller laboratory for dealing with a few specimens received once in a while.

STAFF

This depends on the number of specimens expected to be handled every day. For a laboratory likely to

process 50 specimens in a day, 5 laboratory technicians, 3 laboratory attendants, a part time sweeper and a

bacteriologist are quite Sufficient. Having established a laboratory. And appointed the required staff for dealing with

more than 12,000 specimens in a year efforts should be made to see that the laboratory receives the required

number of specimens daily to engage the staff so that the money spent does not go waste. It should be clearly

understood that the intention of getting the required number of specimens is not for engaging the staff. But once a

laboratory is opened, maximum benefit should be derived to justify the investment made. This is rarely understood

by authorities at the time of planning. That is why a few years after opening a culture laboratory the stage is reached

when it becomes difficult for the staff to find work. And the whole thing may come to a stand still as the necessity for

a laboratory may not be felt any more. It will therefore be prudent to have a multipurpose laboratory instead of

having laboratory for one disease. The cost of establishing and running a laboratory as described above will be not

less than Rs.1.5 lakhs even on a conservative estimate and the annual running expenditure will be about 1/3 of this.

The next question that arises is whether it is possible to undertake culture work on a very small scale. There

are certain inherent problems in running a small laboratory or undertaking culture work for a few specimens,

occasionally. There cannot be an elaborate staff structure for such a venture. But there cannot be less than one

technician for carrying on the work. A single technician should arrange his work in such a way that he looks after the

various items of work in the laboratatory, like washing and sterilisation, culture inoculation, microscopy, sensitivity

testing and identification tests and culture reading, on different days in a week. Preparation of plain medium and drug

medium will also pose a problem since it is not advisable to prepare less than a certain convenient minimum quantity

of the medium. If there is a central laboratory to supply media to smaller units then the problem of media preparation

can be solved easily. One cannot prepare media in large quantities and use them over a period of several months.

There  fore, a certain amount of wastage of media especially drug media cannot be avoided if the laboratory itself

prepares the media needed.

The services of a bacter iologist, at least on part time basis, is essential for guidance and proper interpretation

of  results. It will be a luxury to have a full time bacteriologist for a small laboratory. If a person could be secured for

part time duty, he should be familiar knowledge of culture work or he should be sent  for proper training before

opening the laboratory.
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A laboratory attendant or peon is imperative for keeping the laboratory clean, attending to washing and

strellisation washing and sterilisation and helping the laboratory technician. Tuberculosis culture work undertaken on

a small scale in a bigger general bacteriological laboratory does not pose staff and equipment problems.

After the laboratory has been established, the procedures for culture, sensitivity and identification testing etc

have to be laid down clearly. The best policy is to follow the procedures adopted in some other standard laboratories.

The staff should become thoroughly familiar with the procedures and if necessary be sent for proper training otherwise

some erratic results may be encountered leading to difficulties of interpretation.

In conclusion it is necessary, to stress on those interested in opening a TB Culture Laboratory to consider whether

(1) it is absolutely essential to have a laboratory, (2) will it be a big laboratory or a small, are there adequate mears

to continue culture work in terms of finance, staff, equipment, specimens for culture etc and (4) is there a possibility

of taking up any other type of bacteriological work, if necessary?
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